In this research note we investigate the number of moves and the displacement of particular elements during the execution of the well-known quicksort algorithm. This type of analysis is useful if the costs of data moves were dependent on the source and target locations, and possibly the moved element itself.
Introduction
The main goal of this short research note is to present a detailed analysis of the moves of particular elements along the execution of the well-known quicksort algorithm [3] . This kind of analysis is useful whenever we encounter a situation where there is some associated cost C (i, j, ) to move element i from position j to position . This type of generalization has been considered in the literature, for instance, in the recent work of Angelov et al. [1] , where they consider the cost of sorting and selection when the cost of comparing two elements may differ-and even be infinite, to model the situation where the two given elements cannot be directly compared.
We will consider here two parameters of interest: 1) the number of moves M n,i of element i when we sort an array of size n, and 2) the (accumulated) displacement D n,i of element i. The first random variable corresponds to the situation where C (i, j, ) = 1 whenever j = and C (i, j, ) = 0 otherwise. For the second random variable, we take into account the number of positions that the element travels each time it is moved; thus, C (i, j, ) = |j − |. Section 2 is devoted to the analysis of M n,i and Section 3 to the analysis of D n,i .
We use in this paper fairly standard tools in the analysis of algorithms (see, for instance [7] ). As we will see in later sections, the analysis of data moves in quicksort involves the so-called quickselect recurrence. In its general standard form it reads
for some given toll function a n,i . As its name suggests, this type of recurrence appears in the analysis of quickselect [2] , a variant of quicksort where we only need to select the i-th smallest element out of n rather than sorting the whole array.
$ This research was done during mutual visits of the authors to Univ. Stellenbosch and Univ. Pol. de Catalunya.
In a recent paper, M. Kuba has provided the general solution to the recurrence above; we reproduce here his main result for the reader's convenience, as we shall use it frequently in the sequel.
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Theorem 1 (Kuba [5] ). The value f n,i defined by (1) with arbitrary fixed values a n,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is given by
We review now how quicksort works, and in particular, its partitioning procedure. Actually, there are several different partitioning schemes, each one with its virtues and drawbacks. Each one would require an independent analysis, as they essentially differ in the way they move the data to reorganize the array around the pivot. We will concentrate in the standard scheme [6] , for which we analyze the number of moves (Section 2) and displacement (Section 3); we also consider the behavior of the number of moves for a symmetric variant of the partitioning scheme (Section 4) to exemplify how we could analyze different partitioning schemes using the same basic set of tools. 
Algorithm 1 The quicksort algorithm.
procedure Quicksort(A, l, u) if l > u then return Nothing needs to be done
The partition procedure scans the current subarray from both ends. 
The number of moves
For the analysis below and the rest of the paper, we will assume w.l.o.g. that the array to be sorted contains a random permutation of {1, . . . , n}. Assume that the pivot is the k-th element. Consider now some element i < k. If i belongs to
prior to the partitioning it will not move during that particular partitioning stage. On the contrary, if i were initially located at any position of A[k.
.n] then it will be moved to stay to the left of the pivot. Thus, with probability (k − 2)/(n − 1) the element does not move and with probability (n
Hence, the average number of moves of element i in a single partitioning step contributed by the cases where i < k is
Similarly, if i > k then it does not move if it is initially located within A[k + 1.
.n] -this happens with probability (n − k)/(n − 1)-, whereas it will be moved if it is located in A [2. .k], hence with probability (k − 1)/(n − 1). Summing up, the average number of moves of element i in a single partitioning step contributed by the cases where i > k is
.
Algorithm 2 Partition A[l..u] around the pivot at A[l]
and return the final position k of the pivot.
Finally, if i = k then it will be moved once to its final position; we count as a move the degenerate case where i = 1, since the partitioning algorithm performs a redundant exchange in this case.
Once the (eventual) move of element i has been taken into account for the current partitioning stage, we keep track of the subsequent moves of the element i while sorting the left subarray of size k −1 if i < k, or while sorting the right subarray of size n − k if i > k (but we have to track down the whereabouts of the element i − k there).
From the discussion above, the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2. The expected number of moves
Notice that, by convention, a (redundant) movement is made when the array contains only one element, thus µ 1,1 = 1. This is consistent with the general recurrence for µ n,i , but if we considered the alternative convention that no movement is made when the array is of size 1, that is µ 1,1 = 0 the analysis below would proceed along the same lines and yield essentially the same results.
To solve the recurrence in the lemma above we use Theorem 1. Here, a n,i = 1 n
where H n = 1≤k≤n
k is the n-th harmonic number and [[P]] = if P is true and [[P]] = 0 otherwise.
A few additional computations with the formula above yield simple asymptotic estimates for interesting special cases. In order to obtain such a detailed asymptotic estimate for α * , we proceed as follows. First, take the expression for µ n,αn as given by Theorem 3 and take the derivative w.r.t. α to locate the extremal values. It is natural to assume
for some unknown c k 's, plug this ansatz into the derivate and equate to 0; this gives a set of equations for the c k 's that can be easily solved-a computer algebra system like Maple helps a lot in this step, as well as many others in the paper. This way one can pump out as many c k 's as desired. The starting value c 0 = 1/2 does also come out from this procedure, but one must take into account that α * must lie in the range (0, 1)-we used assume to make Maple aware of this. As a last step, one can easily check, for instance, by induction, that the assumed asymptotic expansion for α * holds.
Another quantity of interest is the cumulated number of moves. By linearity, its expected value is the sum of the µ n,i 's.
Corollary 5. For n ≥ 2, the total number of moves is given by
Displacement
Now we measure the ''distances'' that the individuals travel: instead of just counting how many times some element i has moved, we record the (cumulative) distance of where i was and where it is after each iteration. We do here a case analysis as in the previous section. Suppose i > k. Then it will be moved if it were at some source position j between 2 and k; it will land at some target position between k + 1 and n. The displacement at that particular stage is hence − j. Now, the probability that i has to move is (k − 1)/(n − k). Conditioned on the event that i has to move, any source position j between 2 and k is equally likely, i.e., has probability 1/(k − 1). Analogously, given that i is kicked out from its source position j, any target position between k + 1 and n has identical probability 1/(n − k).
Then we follow the path already traced when analyzing the number of moves: (1) obtain a recursion for expected values; (2) solve the recursion using the general result by Kuba; (3) analyze some special cases of interest and the total displacement (the sum of all individual displacements).
Theorem 7. For all n > 1 and Corollary 9. For n ≥ 2, the total displacement is given by
Remark. The average displacement of element i in a random permutation is
This is for i = αn + o(n) asymptotic to
Symmetric partitioning
To break the asymmetry of taking the first element as pivot, we choose a random location and take the element there as the pivot. Pivot k is in location and the particular element i in location j. If we repeat the analysis of Section 2, we arrive again at a quickselect-type recurrence for µ n,i = E{M n,i }, but this time the toll function is
Following the same steps as in previous sections we arrive at the solution
which is clearly symmetric: µ n,i = µ n,n+1−i . The difference between the number of moves for this symmetric partitioning, and that for the standard partitioning in Section 2 is asymptotically negligible, actually it is about 1 3 . Hence, we have the same asymptotic estimates for this µ n,i as we had in Section 2. Namely, for fixed i ≥ 1, µ n,i = Last but not least, the total number of moves follows by simple summation:
which is basically the total number of moves in the standard scheme minus n/3. Also, if we consider displacements with this symmetric variant of partitioning, we have for the expected value the quickselect recurrence with toll function a n,i = (i − The average displacement under this partitioning scheme is always smaller than for the non-symmetric variant, with the difference ranging from 1 4 ln n + O(1) when i is fixed to ln n + O(1) when i = αn + o(n) for some α, 0 < α < 1.
Summing up for all i we get the average total displacement, namely, , which improves the average total displacement of the standard partition by n ln n + O(n).
